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Abstract—A challenge in transmission-distribution coordina-
tion is how to quickly and reliably coordinate Distributed Energy
Resources (DERs) across large multi-stakeholder Distribution
Networks (DNs) to support the Transmission Network (TN),
while ensuring operational constraints continue to be met within
the DN. Here we propose a hierarchical feedback-based control
architecture for coordination of DERs in DNs, enabling the DN to
quickly respond to power set-point requests from the Transmission
System Operator (TSO) while maintaining local DN constraints.
Our scheme allows for multiple independently-managed areas
within the DN to optimize their local resources while coordinating
to support the TN, and while maintaining data privacy; the only
required inter-area communication is between physically adjacent
areas within the DN control hierarchy. We conduct a rigorous
stability analysis, establishing intuitive conditions for closed-loop
stability, and provide detailed tuning recommendations. The
proposal is validated via case studies on multiple feeders, including
IEEE-123 and IEEE-8500, using a custom MATLAB®-based
application which integrates with OpenDSS©. The simulation
results show that the proposed structure is highly scalable and can
quickly coordinate DERs in response to TSO commands, while
responding to local disturbances within the DN and maintaining
DN operational limits.

Index Terms—Distribution network resources, decentralized
control, smart grid, next generation control, distributed energy
resources control, multi-area control, DERs coordination in
distribution networks

I . I N T R O D U C T I O N

THe grid is currently transitioning from being primarily
powered by fossil-fuel generators with substantial rotating

inertia to a more environmentally-friendly grid predominantly
powered by renewable inverter-based resources (IBRs) with de-
coupled rotational dynamics. This evolution introduces added
complexity to the operational strategies essential for the reliable
management of the bulk grid. Increased IBR penetration leads
to issues such as large and more frequent frequency and
voltage excursions; for example, research by the California
ISO (CAISO) underscores that the uncertainties and variability
from these IBRs will require faster and more flexible regulation
services to maintain system reliability [1].
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Coordinated control of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
— including battery/thermal storage, distributed generation,
flexible load, and electric vehicles — is one of the most
promising solutions to address these challenges. Indeed, DERs
(or aggregations thereof) offer unique advantages for fast
regulation services, including: low capital costs, integration
within existing load centers, and (depending on the resource)
fast response to commands [2]. As DERs are primarily
distribution-connected [3], and are owned and operated by a
variety of stakeholders, harnessing their full collective flexibility
for emergency and ancillary services to the bulk grid requires
further advances in TN–DN coordination [2], [3]. In particular,
there is a need for a hierarchical framework that enables safe
and fast coordination of DERs and DER aggregates behind
the substation, while respecting operational boundaries and
stakeholder privacy.

Literature Review: For the goal of providing fast ancillary
services to the bulk grid, a candidate control architecture
for large-scale real-time DER coordination should meet the
following performance and practicality requirements: (i) the
framework must coordinate resources optimally on a time-
scale of seconds or faster1, (ii) the design should not de-
pend on detailed system and component models, (iii) the
framework should preferentially use local measurements and
communication, with flexibility on the amount of measurement
feedback available2, and (iv) operational boundaries behind the
substation be maintained, as should the privacy of stakeholders,
by minimizing the need for sharing of models and data. We next
provide an overview of some recently proposed coordination
methodologies, evaluating them against these criteria.

In the pursuit of efficient DER coordination for providing
fast ancillary services, centralized optimization techniques have
been a subject of extensive study [6]–[9]. While centralized
optimization techniques can in principle achieve globally opti-
mal coordination of heterogeneous DERs, they may struggle
to satisfy the other desired criteria (i)–(iv) described above.
Centralized techniques inherently require data sharing with a
central controller, which raises fundamental concerns regarding
data privacy, potentially violating requirements (iii) and (iv).

1This requirement is strongly motivated by the authors’ recent work on fast
frequency and voltage regulation using transmission-connected inverter-based
resources [4], [5]; fast DER coordination will be required for any TN-DN
coordination scheme to emulate the control performance of an equivalent
transmission-connected resource.

2Critically, given that current data acquisition and communication infras-
tructures at the distribution level are under development, and may be cost-
prohibitive to deploy extensively [2].
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Furthermore, especially in large distribution feeders, operating
on a time scale of seconds or less becomes infeasible due to
limitations in the communication infrastructure, which violates
requirement (i) [10] (and references [1] and [2] therein).

By leveraging decentralized optimization algorithms, several
recent studies [8], [11]–[18], have aimed to overcome the
limitations of centralized DER coordination. While the specific
DER coordination problems differ in these references, we
focus on the proposed coordination architectures. Both [8]
and [11] propose decentralized control structures based on
centralized Model Predictive Control (MPC), which are then de-
centralized using Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM); [11] addresses a power set-point tracking problem,
while while [8] focuses on coordinating Electric Vehicle (EV)
charging stations. Similarly, [12] proposes a decentralized
voltage control structure for distribution systems with dynamic
network clustering where each cluster is equipped with a MPC-
based voltage controller. In [13] and [14], DER coordination
is proposed through a distributed MPC framework, empha-
sizing DER privacy by sharing only flexibility information.
The proposed control structures in [8], [11]–[14] successfully
limit data sharing with the DSO controller, but still involve
centralized coordination and do not use real-time feedback to
maintain DN operating constraints. Taking steps towards a
true hierarchical framework, [15] and [16] propose two-level
control architectures for low-voltage DERs coordination. While
data-sharing between the layers/controllers is minimized, the
proposed architectures lack the flexibility to partition the feeder
into multiple areas, which is essential for preserving stakeholder
data privacy and operation when multiple operators are present
in large low-voltage networks.

In [17] a decentralized feedback-based method is proposed
for solving DN OPF problems with prosumers. This approach
leverages local voltage measurements within a gradient descent
method, while minimizing communication with a central entity.
In [18], a distributed control structure is introduced, utilizing a
Lyapunov Optimization-Based Online Distributed (LOOD) al-
gorithmic framework for Active Distribution Networks (ADNs).
The framework effectively controls numerous DERs through
the ADN operator, acting as a central coordinator. Similarly,
an online feedback-based algorithm is proposed in [9] to
coordinate DERs within DN while ensuring circuit constraints
are maintained. In contrast, [19] proposes a centralized control
scheme, where the controller estimates DERs’ sensitives in real-
time using network measurements. However, the centralized
nature in [9], [17]–[19] architectures violates requirements (iii)
and (iv).

Following the overview of various studies that explored
centralized, and decentralized structures, we pose our proposed
structure as a candidate that leverages recent advances in con-
trol theory, specifically so-called feedback-based optimization
[5], [9], [20]–[24] to optimally coordinate DERs. The decen-
tralized control structure proposed, along with feedback-based
optimization, serves as control structure that promises to fulfill
the design requirements (i)-(iv) for distribution networks.

Statement of Contributions: We propose a hierarchical
and multi-area control architecture to quickly coordinate dis-
tribution level DERs and DER aggregates. At a macro-level,

the control scheme receives active and reactive power set-point
commands from the TSO, and optimally redispatches DERs
within the DN to track the set-point, while leveraging real-
time feedback from the grid to ensure satisfaction of line
current and bus voltage constraints within the DN. The use of
measurement feedback renders the scheme inherently robust
against inaccuracy in the DN grid model used for the design.

The most innovative aspect of our approach compared to the
literature (e.g., [9]) is that it provides a highly scalable multi-
area control architecture. At a micro level, the DN is divided
into a hierarchy of local control areas. Local controllers manage
all DERs and DN measurements for each area to preserve opera-
tional boundaries, and each local controller design requires only
local DER capacity information and an approximate local DN
model, preserving stakeholder privacy. Coordination between
controllers is minimal, and is hierarchical to minimize long-
distance communication. This architecture addresses the chal-
lenge of a multi-stakeholder system and significantly reduces
overall communication requirements. We provide a rigorous
closed-loop stability analysis, deriving intuitive and explicit
analytic conditions for stability, and provide a systematic and
practical tuning procedure for the design. Finally, we validate
the proposed scheme via case studies on several feeders, includ-
ing the IEEE-123 and IEEE-8500 feeders, and describe several
modifications which have been found to improve performance
in implementation. Simulation results indicate that our scheme
can provide fast and highly scalable coordination of DERs in
large multi-stakeholder DNs.

Paper Organization: Section II outlines the multi-level
control architecture, presenting the distribution network model
and other preliminaries. Section III presents the local optimiza-
tion problem of each Local-Controller (LC) and the proposed
controller. A closed-loop stability analysis is presented in
Section IV, along with comprehensive guidelines for tuning
the controllers’ parameters. Case studies on three feeders are
presented in Section V, with conclusions and future directions
described in Section VI.

I I . OV E RV I E W O F P R O P O S E D H I E R A R C H I C A L
C O N T R O L S T R U C T U R E

Our focus is on the control of single-feeder3 DN which
has been partitioned into a hierarchy of areas, as shown
in Figure 1. The high-level control objective is to leverage
controllable DERs within the DN such that (i) an overall power
set-point Xset

0 = (pset0 , qset0 ) ∈ R2 provided by the TSO is
tracked at the TN-DN interface bus, (ii) operational constraints
are maintained throughout the DN, and (iii) DERs are used
efficiently. Additionally — and as the most distinguishing
feature of this work — the design is subject to the constraint
that information and management boundaries between different
areas of the DN must be respected. This leads to a hierarchical
area-based control architecture to be described next.

3If multiple feeders are connected to the TN-DN interface, the TSO power
request can be allocated across the feeders, and our subsequent control design
can then be applied independently to each feeder.
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Fig. 1: Single-feeder DN internal structure. Zoomed-in areas illustrate
the interaction between parent and child areas within a feeder.
Red and green boxes illustrate the visibility of each LC over the
local infrastructure and resources, including local grid measurements
(v, i,p,q) and local DERs.

A. Feeder Architecture and Local-Controllers (LCs)

We consider the feeder as being partitioned into N Control
Areas (CAs). These CAs may represent contractual arrange-
ments for the management of DER resources via aggregators,
or may be defined based on other operational criteria such
as communication capabilities or having uniform division of
control resources within the areas [25], [26]. Each CA will be
controlled by a controller, which will have some visibility over
the electrical infrastructure within that area and will redispatch
local DERs. Importantly, the controller will not have visibility
of neighboring CAs, and hence the control structure will be
decentralized.

The arrangement of CAs and the communication between
the associated LCs will be hierarchical. This ensures that
(i) any required communication is local, which minimizes
communication delays, (ii) the control architecture is scalable
to large numbers of control areas, and (iii) the majority of
local measurements and area data are not shared to maintain
the privacy of stakeholders within the area. We describe the hi-
erarchical arrangement between the CAs with a directed rooted
tree graph GCA = (NCA, ECA) with nodes NCA = {1, . . . , N}
and edges ECA; the root of the tree is the first CA at the head
of the feeder; see Figure 1. For any CA i ∈ NCA, we let
P(i) denote the unique parent CA and C(i) denote the set of
child CAs; by convention P(1) = ∅ and C(N) = ∅. We let
A ∈ {0, 1}N×N denote the adjacency matrix of GCA, with
elements Aij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ ECA and 0 otherwise.

Any control area i ∈ NCA is connected to its parent area
P(i) through a single bus which we call the interface bus;
see Figure 1. From the perspective of the parent area P(i),
the ith CA is represented as a Virtual DER (VDER) located
at this interface bus. The VDER is a fictitious DER which
will be “dispatched” by the parent area LC by providing a
power set-point Xset

i,0 = (pseti,0 , q
set
i,0) to the LC of area i.4

The control cost fi and capacity limits X i of this VDER
(i.e., of the child area) are assumed known by the LC of
the parent area, and may be updated by exception through
communication from the child to the parent area; further

4The set-point for CA 1 at the head of the feeder is provided by the TSO.

discussion on capacity limits and cost functions is deferred
to Section III-A. Within the LC, the objective is then to track
this provided set-point at the interface bus by redispatching
local DERs, while maintaining local constraints on voltages and
currents. This tracking control will be accomplished through a
combination of local optimization and feedback, to be described
in Section III-A. In the extended version of this paper, we
discuss how the proposed coordination architecture relates to
standard Distribution Management System (DMS) and DER
Management System (DERMS) modules for advanced DER
coordination and integration.

B. Model of a Single Control Area

We now describe the model for the distribution system and
the DER components contained within a given control area.

1) Controllable DERs: We denote by Di the set of control-
lable DERs (including any VDERs) within the CA i ∈ NCA.
The DERs are assumed to have local controllers which allow
them to quickly track set-points provided by the LC. For any
DER j ∈ Di, we let xj = (pj , qj) ∈ R2 denote its overall
active and reactive power set-points, which are constrained to
be within capacity limits specified by the closed, non-empty
convex set Xj ⊂ R2. We let xi = col(x1, . . . , x|Di|) ∈ R2|Di|

denote the stacked vector of all DER power set-points for
the ith CA, and is subject to the overall limits xi ∈ X i ≜
X1 × · · · × X|Di|.

2) Distribution Network Model: Let N i = {0} ∪ Ni with
Ni := {1, 2, . . . , Ni} denote the set of buses in the ith CA,
where the interface bus of the CA is given the node “0”;
each bus is potentially multi-phase, with up to three phases.
Not necessarily all buses and lines within the CA will be
monitored for control purposes; we let Mv

i ⊆ Ni denote
the set of buses where phase-to-ground voltage magnitude
measurements are available, with the understanding that all
phases will be monitored if the bus is multi-phase, and let vi
be the vector of measured voltages. Similarly, we let ii denote
the vector of measured line current magnitudes for a subset
of monitored distribution lines Mi

i ⊆ N i × N i. Finally, we
let pi,0,qi,0 ∈ Rmi denote the net active and reactive power
injections at the interface bus, where mi is the number of
phases at the interface bus.

We adopt the distribution network model from [27], [28],
which is capable of modelling both radial and meshed un-
balanced networks, as well as wye and delta connections for
loads and DERs. The model provides linearized equations
relating the DERs’ powers to the CA’s voltages and currents
measurements, and to the interface bus power injections. In
the current work, we have adjusted these equations to combine
both wye and delta-connected DERs, leading to the model

vi(xi) = Aixi + ai (1a)
ii(xi) = Bixi + bi (1b)

pi,0(xi) = Mixi +mi (1c)
qi,0(xi) = Hixi + hi (1d)

where Ai, Bi, Mi and Hi are constant matrices which can be
computed from the operating point, the admittance matrix, and
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the specification of DER phase connections, and ai, bi, mi and
hi are constant vectors. For more details about the linearization,
please refer to the supplement.Note that the matrices Ai, Bi,
Mi and Hi can be interpreted as sensitivity matrices; for
instance, Ai captures the sensitivity between DER set-points
and voltage magnitudes at the measurement points.

I I I . H I E R A R C H I C A L F E E D B A C K - B A S E D
O P T I M I Z AT I O N O F D I S T R I B U T I O N F E E D E R S

A. LC Optimization Problem

The control objectives of the LC for the ith CA will
be formulated by specifying an optimization problem. The
problem aims to re-dispatch DERs within their limits to track
provided power set-points Xset

i,0 = (pseti,0 , q
set
i,0) at the interface

bus, while maintaining measured voltages vi and currents ii
within constraints, and by efficiently using DER resources. As
described in Section II-A, the set-points pseti,0 and qseti,0 to be
tracked will be computed as VDER set-points by the parent
area, which we express as

pseti,0(xP(i)) = T p
i xP(i), qseti,0(xP(i)) = T q

i xP(i) (2)

for appropriate matrices T p
i and T q

i . Mathematically, we can
now express the optimization problem for the ith CA as

minimize
xi∈X i

fi(xi) ≜
∑
j∈Di

fij(xj) (3a)

subject to

si
(
|1Tpi,0(xi)− pseti,0(xP(i))|

)
≤ Eip (3b)

si
(
|1Tqi,0(xi)− qseti,0(xP(i))|

)
≤ Eiq (3c)

vi(xi) ≤ vi (3d)
vi ≤ vi(xi) (3e)

ii(xi) ≤ ii (3f)

The linear inequalities (3b)–(3c) enforce total active and
reactive power tracking at the interface bus of the provided set-
points pseti,0 and qseti,0 , within specified tolerances Eip , Eiq > 0.
We emphasize that from the perspective of the optimization
(3) for the ith CA, the parent variable xP(i) is fixed. The fixed
binary variable si ∈ {0, 1} can be used to enable or disable
this tracking feature. The inequalities (3d), (3e) enforce upper
and lower limits vi and vi on the voltage magnitudes at the
measurement points, with (3f) limiting the current magnitude
along monitored lines below ii.

DER Costs and Constraints: The objective function (3a)
is a separable cost over each DER and VDER which penalizes
its use for control purposes. Our only assumption will be that
fi in (3) is continuously differentiable and strongly convex;
we let mi > 0 denote the strong convexity parameter, and by
convention, the units of the cost will be W2. For example, in
our case studies we will use quadratic costs of the form

fij(xj) = xTj C
′′
j xj + xTj C

′
j , (4)

where C ′′
j ≻ 0 is a diagonal 2× 2 matrix and C ′

j ∈ R2. These
coefficients can be set to reflect the preference of using different
types of DERs; larger costs will lead to lower control usage of
a given DER. This can be crucial when different DERs with

different characteristics (e.g., capacities or speed dynamics) are
controlled together. The power capacity constraint set Xj for
DER j ∈ Di may simply be the box constraint Xj = [xj , xj ]
specifying independent active and reactive power limits, or may
instead encode more complex apparent power constraints via
intersections of half-planes and semi-circular regions.

VDER Costs and Constraints: As the VDERs of the ith
CA provides an aggregated representation of all DERs and
VDERs in the child areas C(i), assigning appropriate costs to
VDERs is critical to ensure resources are appropriately lever-
aged throughout the DN. To ensure downstream DERs provide
control action, a VDER should have lower cost compared to
other DERs available within the same CA. If j ∈ Di is the
VDER corresponding to child area k ∈ C(i), then a choice
that roughly mimics the allocation obtained from a global
centralized optimization is

fij(xj) =
(∑

ℓ∈Dk

f∗kℓ

)∗
(xj), (5)

where ∗ denotes convex conjugate. For instance, with quadratic
costs (4), (5) evaluates to

fij(xj) = (xj + ζk)
⊤
(∑

l∈Dk

(C ′′
ℓ )

−1
)−1

(xj + ζk)

where ζk = 2
∑
ℓ∈Dk

(C ′′
l )

−1C ′
ℓ. One can interpret this formula

as akin to an equivalent impedance from a parallel combination
of impedances, as all downstream DERs would be used in
parallel in a centralized dispatch.

Offline vs. Online Optimization: The optimization prob-
lem (3) is convex and could in principle be directly solved.
However, the constants ai,bi,mi,hi in the distribution system
model (1) depend on unknown real-time loading conditions and
disturbances throughout the system. Even if the best available
estimates are used for these quantities in (3), implementation
of the resulting set-points in the system will likely lead to
constraint violation, and the system will not actively respond
as disturbances change. Instead, following [9] and inspired
also by recent advances in feedback-based optimization, we
pursue an iterative approach which uses real-time measurement
feedback from the system in place of this model information.

B. LC Control Algorithm

To introduce the LC controller, we require the regularized
Lagrangian function Lr

i of the problem (3), given by

Lr
i(xi,di;xP(i)) := fi(xi)

+ λi
(
si
(
1Tpi,0(xi)− pseti,0(xP(i))

)
− Eip

)
+ µi

(
si
(
pseti,0(xP(i))− 1Tpi,0(xi)

)
− Eip

)
+ ηi

(
si
(
1Tqi,0(xi)− qseti,0(xP(i))

)
− Eiq

)
+ ψi

(
si
(
qseti,0(xP(i))− 1Tq0(xi)

)
− Eiq

)
+ γT

i (vi(xi)− vi) + νT
i (vi − vi(xi))

+ ζT
i

(
ii(xi)− i

)
+

rpi
2 ∥xi∥22 − 1

2d
T
i R

d
i di

(6)

where di = col(λi, µi, ηi, ψi,γi,νi, ζi) is the vector of dual
variables, rpi ≥ 0 is the primal regularization parameter, and

Rd
i = blkdiag(rλi

, rµi
, rηi , rψi

, rγiI, rνiI, rζiI) ⪰ 0 (7)
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are the dual regularization parameters, with some elements
being diagonal matrices of appropriate dimensions. We refer
to [9] for extensive discussion on the theoretical and practical
benefits of including regularization; for our purposes, these
will be tuning parameters of the approach, and a systematic
procedure for setting these parameters will be described in
Section IV-B. Our proposed CA controller will operate online
with a sampling period of Ts > 0, and is outlined in Algorithm
1, where P≥0 denotes Euclidean projection of the argument
onto the nonnegative orthant.

Algorithm 1: LC Controller for ith CA
At each sampling time
[Step 1]: Receive set-points from LC of parent area P(i)

pset
i,0(xP(i)) = T p

i xP(i), qset
i,0(xP(i)) = T q

i xP(i)

[Step 2]: Collect local measurements pi,0,qi,0,vi, ii,X i

[Step 3]: LC performs the updates

λ+i = P≥0

(
λi + αλi

(
1Tpi,0 − pseti,0 − Eip − rλi

λi

))
µ+i = P≥0

(
µi + αµi

(
pseti,0 − 1Tpi,0 − Eip − rµiµi

))
η+i = P≥0

(
ηi + αηi

(
1Tqi,0 − qseti,0 − Eiq − rηiηi

))
ψ+
i = P≥0

(
ψi + αψi

(
qseti,0 − 1Tqi,0 − Eiq − rψi

ψi

))
γ+
i = P≥0 (γi + αγi (vi − vi − rγiγi))

ν+
i = P≥0 (νi + ανi (vi − vi − rνiνi))

ζ+
i = P≥0

(
ζi + αζi

(
ii − ii − rζiζi

))
[Step 4]: LC updates (V)DER set-points

x+
i = argmin

xi∈X i

Lr
i(xi,d

+
i ;xP(i))

[Step 5]: Transmit set-points to LCs of each child area

pset
j,0(x

+
i ) = T p

j x
+
i , qset

j,0(x
+
i ) = T q

j x
+
i , j ∈ C(i).

Algorithm 1 consists of several computationally straight-
forward steps and involves hierarchical interaction between
the CAs. The dual variables di = col(λi, µi, ηi, ψi,γi,νi, ζi)
are internal states of the ith LC, and the dual update rules in
Step 3 directly use the measurements (vi, ii,pi,0,qi,0) and the
provided set-points pseti,0 and qseti,0 in what can be interpreted
as a measurement-based gradient ascent step to maximize the
Lagrangian (6). The update rules in Step 3 are parameterized
by the controller gains

αi ≜ blkdiag(αλi
, αµi

, αηi , αψi
, αγiI, ανiI, αζiI) (10)

which are tuning parameters; our theoretical results to follow
will address the constraints on these gains, and a systematic
tuning procedure will be provided in Section IV-B for both
the regularization parameters and the gains. Next, the new
DER set-points x+

i are computed by the LC by solving the
local optimization problem in Step 4. Note that this local
optimization can be equivalently written as

x+
i = argmin

xi∈X i

fi(xi) +
r
p
i
2
∥xi∥22 + (λ+

i − µ+
i )si1

TMixi

+ (η+i − ψ+
i )si1

THixi + (γ+
i − ν+

i )
TAixi + (ζ+

i )
TBixi

(11)

and thus requires knowledge of the sensitivity matrices
(Ai,Bi,Mi,Hi) from (1), but does not require the unknown
load-dependent constants (ai,bi,mi,hi). Finally, the updated
set-points are transmitted to the child areas in Step 5. We
highlight several important aspects of this controller.

(i) Feedback-Based Optimization: The LC controller di-
rectly uses real-time local measurements from the CA.
This use of feedback allows the LC to react to unmeasured
disturbances, and confers significant robustness against
imperfections in knowledge of the sensitivity matrices
(Ai,Bi,Mi,Hi). Tuning selections which guarantee sta-
bility will be established in Section IV-A.

(ii) Localized Control: The design and online implementa-
tion of the controllers uses only local network information.
Measurements of current, voltage, and power, local grid
sensitivity matrices, and DER costs/limits are used locally
within each CA by the LC; this information is not shared.

(iii) Scalability: All coordination between CAs occurs through
the passing of set-points down through the feeder, from
parent areas to child areas, as described in Section II-A.
This minimal coordination allows the architecture to be
scalable to extremely large distribution systems. While
in principle this scalability should result in a decrease
in speed of the overall system compared to a centralized
solution, our case studies in Section V indicates that this
effect is indeed minor and can be overcome.

(iv) Computational Burden: The computation involved in
Algorithm 1 is dominated by the set-point update in Step 4,
which requires the solution of a local convex optimization
problem. This is a centralized optimization problem for
the LC to solve, which scales with the number of DERs
to be controlled, and standard methods can be applied.
For instance, if fi is quadratic and the constraint set X i

is polytopic, then Step 4 is a quadratic program.

I V. S TA B I L I T Y A N A LY S I S A N D T U N I N G O F
P R O P O S E D A L G O R I T H M

This section focuses on analyzing closed-loop stability
under our control scheme. To analyze the stability of the
proposed control structure, we refer to Algorithm 1 and let
yi = col(p0,i,q0,i,vi, ii) and Ki ≜ col(Mi,Hi,Ai,Bi)
denote the vectors of the ith CA grid measurements and
the sensitivity matrices of the ith LC, respectively. Recall
that the linearized distribution system model (1) captures the
local model of the grid within the ith CA, and as a result,
ignores the impacts of DER actions in other CAs. In contrast,
the measurements yi include these interactions as they are
generated by the real grid. To capture this, consider Kij , which
capture the sensitivity of yi measurements on the DER actions
in the jth LC, to get

y = Kx+ k (12)

where K is N × N block matrix with Kij as described
above, x = col(x1, . . . ,xN ), y = col(y1, . . . ,yN ) and
k = col(k1, . . . ,kN ) with appropriate ki vectors. Note that if
the local sensitivity model Ki is accurate, then we expect that
Ki ≈ Kii. Taking into account the system model (12), the
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optimization problems constraints (3b)-(3f) can be expressed
as Ciyi+bi+DixP(i) ≤ 0 for appropriate bi, Ci and Di. The
closed-loop control system now consists of Algorithm 1 for
each CA i ∈ {1, . . . , N} with the distribution system model
(12), see [29] for details.

A. Closed-Loop Stability Analysis
As notation, let α = blkdiag(α1, . . . ,αN ) and sim-

ilarly for block diagonal C,D,Rd, and let Kd =
blkdiag(K1, . . . ,KN ). Recall the adjacency matrix A of
Section II-A, and let A denote an expanded version of this
matrix, where each 1 or 0 becomes an identity matrix or
zero matrix of appropriate dimension. Based on these, and on
the previously defined control parameters, define the constant
L > 0 and the matrix M ∈ RN×N by

L =
∥Rd∥2 + ∥CK+DAT∥2∥Kd∥2∥C∥2

mini∈{1,...,N}(mi + rpi )

Mij =

{
∥Rd

i ∥2 −
∥Kii−Ki∥2

mi+r
p
i

(∥Di∥2∥Ci∥22∥Ki∥2), i = j

−∥Kij∥2

mj+r
p
j
(∥Ci∥2∥Cj∥2∥Kj∥2)−Nij , i ̸= j

where Nij = Aij∥Di∥2∥Cj∥2/(mj + rpj ). We can now
succinctly state the main result.

Theorem 4.1 (Closed-Loop Stability): Consider the closed-
loop system consisting of Algorithm 1 for each CA i ∈
{1, . . . , N} with the distribution system model (12). If
M + MT ≻ 0, then the closed-loop system possess a
unique equilibrium point (x⋆i ,d

⋆
i )i∈{1,...,N}, and the equilib-

rium is globally exponentially stable for all gain selections
α = blkdiag(α1, . . . ,αN ) satisfying λmax(α)2/λmin(α) <
λmin(M+MT)/L2.

The proof is provided in the extended version of this
paper [29], wherein we also provide an interpretation of
the above equilibrium point of the closed-loop system as a
Generalized Nash Equilibrium of a set of decentralized opti-
mization problems, one for each CA; see [30]–[32] for related
game-theoretic online optimization concepts. The diagonal
elements of the matrix M can be interpreted as capturing the
margin of “local” closed-loop stability for each CA, while
the off-diagonal elements capture any potentially negative
effects of interaction between the CAs. The stability condition
M + MT ≻ 0 then has the elegant interpretation that local
stability should outweigh inter-area coupling. It is clear that
this condition can always be satisfied by selecting sufficiently
large values for the dual and primal regularization parameters
Rd
i and rpi , and that smaller values for these parameters are

permissible if the local sensitivity mismatch ∥Kii−Ki∥2 and
the cross-area coupling ∥Kij∥2 are small. The gain restriction
λmax(α)2/λmin(α) < λmin(M+MT)/L2 states that one can
obtain a stable tuning by starting α small and slowly increasing.
Further details on tuning will be presented next.

B. Practical Tuning Guidelines
Before moving to our case studies, we provide practical

guidelines for tuning the parameters in Algorithm 1. Each LC
must set the following parameters, which can be systematically
tuned and set, as follows:

1) Sampling period Ts: The sampling period is mainly
constrained by the quality and speed of the communication
infrastructure; see [33], [34] for discussion on communication
technologies and standards. As is the case in all digital control
systems, lower sampling periods are preferred.

2) Cost functions fij(xj): The DERs and VDERs cost
functions will determine the relative steady-state allocation
of control actions to DERs by the LC. The LC manager
can set these costs to preferentially use or discourage certain
DERs based on any desired operational criteria, e.g., speed
of response, or to introduce different marginal costs for high
vs. low utilization of a DER. As mentioned previously, for
VDERs the selection (5) will mimic the case of a single grid-
wide centralized dispatch.

3) Tracking Tolerances Eip and Eiq: These tolerances
should be set based on desired set-point tracking accuracy
at the feeder head. Due to the constraint-softening effects of
regularization [29] , tightening of these tolerances may be
beneficial.

4) Regularization parameters rpi and Rd
i : From the result

of Theorem 4.1, larger values of regularization parameters
help ensure closed-loop stability. Conversely though, from the
discussion in [29] , larger regularization parameters lead to
softer enforcement of voltage, current, and tracking constraints.
Thus, there is a trade-off; these parameters should be large
enough to ensure stability, but small enough to ensure minimal
or no constraint violation. From (7), setting Rd

i means setting
7 parameters for each CA. To simplify this, we express these 7
parameters as multiples of a single constant r̃di > 0, as shown
in the third column of Table I; the constants (cλ,i, cµ,i, . . .) are
unit conversions, and are shown in the third column of Table II.
For each LC, the only regularization parameters to set are now
r̃di and rpi ; these values can always be initialized for stability
based on Theorem 4.1, and then decreased if voltage/current
constraint violation is observed.

5) Dual Step Sizes α: The step sizes α control how
aggressively each LC reacts to constraint violations, and can
be thought of as integral control gains. From (10), each LC
has 7 such gains to set, and it is again helpful to express all
gains as multiples of a single dimensionless constant αi > 0,
as shown in the second column of Table I; the constants
(aλ,i, aµ,i, . . .) are shown in the second column of Table II.
This reduces the gain tuning to a single parameter αi; following
Theorem 4.1, we recommend that one slowly increases αi
to ensure stability. The constants (aλ,i, aµ,i, . . .) are fixed
based on unit conversions, but are further adjusted to reflect
the relative dynamic importance of voltage/current limits, and
power tracking constraints in implementation (see Sections
V-A-V-C). In particular

(i) the constants (aγ,i, aν,i) associated with voltage con-
straints have been made larger compared to constant (aζ,i)
associated with current constraints; this ensures voltage
constraints are quickly maintained, as transient violation
of currents above their steady-state limits is acceptable
over time-frames of ∼ 10− 20s.

(ii) the constants (aλ,i, aµ,i) associated with active power
tracking have been made larger compared to the constants
(aη,i, aψ,i) associated with reactive power tracking. This
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prioritizes fast active power tracking, and minimizes
transient voltage fluctuations, particularly in CAs deeper
within the network.

TABLE I: Dual variables step-sizes and regularization parameters;
units of the scaling coefficients can be inferred from Algorithm 1.

Controller State (unit) Gain Regularization

λi (W) αλ,i = aλ,iαi rλ,i = cλ,ir̃
d
i

µi (W) αµ,i = aµ,iαi rµ,i = cµ,ir̃
d
i

ηi (Var) αη,i = aη,iαi rη,i = cη,ir̃
d
i

ψi (Var) αψ,i = aψ,iαi rψ,i = cψ,ir̃
d
i

γi (
W2

V
) αγ,i = aγ,iαi rγ,i = cγ,ir̃

d
i

νi (
W2

V
) αν,i = aν,iαi rν,i = cν,ir̃

d
i

ζi (
W2

A
) αζ,i = aζ,iαi rζ,i = cζ,ir̃

d
i

TABLE II: Default configurations for LC controllers.

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

αi 0.002 aλ,i 103 cλ,i 10−3

rpi 10−4 aµ,i 103 cµ,i 10−3

r̃di 10−3 aη,i 103 cη,i 10−3

Eip 100W aψ,i 103 cψ,i 10−3

Eiq 100Var aγ,i 1012 W2

V2 cγ,i 10−12 V2

W2

vi 1.05p.u. aν,i 1012 W2

V2 cν,i 10−12 V2

W2

vi 0.95p.u. aζ,i 107 W2

A2 cζ,i 10−7 A2

W2

V. C A S E S T U D I E S

We present three case studies of increasing complexity to
illustrate and validate the proposed design: (1) a simple 5 bus
feeder, (2) the IEEE-123 bus feeder, and (3) the IEEE-8500 bus
feeder. The simple 5-bus feeder will be used to demonstrate
the basic functionality of the controller, including how CAs
and LCs interact with one another; the latter two test systems
will demonstrate scalability of the approach.

The tests were run using a customized application, MATDSS,
that was developed and run using MATLAB® 2023a and
OpenDSS© 9.6.1.3. The feeders are defined using OpenDSS
Scripting Language, with the IEEE-123 and IEEE-8500 feeders
receiving minor modifications from their original versions in
OpenDSS©; see the supplement for details on these modifica-
tions. We set all LCs control parameters to the nominal values
in Table II, unless specified otherwise; current limits vary by
line, and are omitted due to space limitations. Controllable
DERs are integrated throughout the test systems. As our only
requirement is that these DERs are responsive to dispatch com-
mands, the internal dynamics and specific nature of the DERs
are of secondary importance; each DER is modelled as having
a first-order response to power commands with time constant
τ ; more detailed DER models with internal controls can be
easily integrated within MATDSS, see the supplement.All DER
power limits are box constraints Xj = [xj , xj ]; see Table III.

Each test system is divided into CAs. Our design will
be compared and contrasted with a baseline centralized con-
troller, labelled 1CA, which is a 1-area implementation of
our hierarchical controller, acting with global information to
control all DERs within the feeder; this serves as a “best

TABLE III: DER’s Default parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

τj 0.2s C′′
j , C′

j diag(20, 20), (0, 0)

xj (−106W,−106Var) xj (106W, 106Var)

case” against which to compare our hierarchical design. For
all feeders, we consider the case were the TSO request is of
the form Xset

0 = (pset0 , 0), i.e., active power tracking at the
DN-TN interface. The sampling time of the controller is set
as Ts = 100ms. Throughout the tests and for all controllers,
we set rpi = 10−4, r̃di = 10−3, and αi = 0.002, and set the
corresponding gains as in Table II. With these regularization
parameters, for tracking within ±1kW for pseti,0 , we tighten the
power tracking constraints to Eip = 100W and Eiq = 100Var.

A. 5-Bus Feeder

Consider the three-phase 5-bus feeder of Figure 2, which
has been partitioned into two CAs. Within the feeder, three
DERs are placed at buses n3, n4 and n5, with a VDER added
to CA1, representing the LC in CA2. There are two loads of
400kW and 770kW with power factor of 0.9 at buses n4 and
n5, respectively. The purpose of our test here is to illustrate
the basic behaviour and response of the controller.

L1

n1 n2 n3 n4

L2

Load1DER2

DER1

n5

DER3

VDERCA2

CA1 CA2

Load2

L3

12.47 : 4.16
kV kV

Fig. 2: Three phase 5-Bus feeder circuit.

A reference change of 200kW is requested at the feeder
head at t = 0, and a load change (disturbance) of 100kW
(0.9pf) at t = 5s located at bus n5. The power response at
the feeder head is shown in Figure 3a, which as discussed
plots both a hierarchical two-CAs and a centralized one-CA
implementation. The figure shows the change in power flow
at the interface bus of the feeder head across all phases, i.e.
∆p0 = ∆1Tp1,0.

The multi-area implementation (2CAs) shows a more slug-
gish response compared to the centralized implementation
(1CA). While not covered by our theory, we have found this
sluggishness can be overcome by (i) incorporating proportional
and derivative (PD) control action into the LC controller, and
(ii) passing the control signal for VDERs through a Low-pass
Filter (LPF). To explain the first modification, consider the
λi update in Algorithm 1. This can be viewed as integral-
type controller λ+i = P≥0(λi + αλi

eλi
) acting on the error

eλi
:= 1Tpi,0 − pseti,0 −Eip − rλiλi. Let ei denote the stacked

vector of all these errors. Incorporating PD action alongside
this integral controller can accelerate the overall response time.
This is done by modifying Step 4 in Algorithm 1, wherein the
argument d+

i is replaced by d̃+
i , where

d̃+
i = d+

i + κpei + κd(yi − y−
i ),
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where yi = col(1Tpi,0,−1Tpi,0,1Tqi,0,−1Tqi,0,vi,−vi, ii)
is the stacked vector of raw measurements, and κp and κd are
diagonal matrices of proportional and derivative gains. We have
found that derivative action need only be used for VDERs. The
second modification, a low-pass filter, is used to eliminate the
passing of aggressive control actions down through VDERs,
which allows higher level controllers to use larger integral gains.
After Step 4 of Algorithm 1, the VDER set-points are passed
through a low-pass filter before being sent to the child areas.
See the supplement for details on tuning of the proportional-
derivative gains and low-pass filter time constants.

Returning now to Figure 3, the 2CALPF−PID curve shows
response of the 2CAs structure with PID controllers and LPF
filtering. With this implementation, one can achieve tracking
results similar to single-area system (1CA) in terms of power
set-points while preserving data privacy and maintaining a
hierarchical control structure. The settling time after the step
change was 1.07s for 1CA, 1.78s for 2CA, and 1.02s for 2CA
with PID controllers and LPF filter. Note that the disturbance
at t = 5s, which occurs in the child area, is quickly rejected
by both the 1CA and 2CAs implementations. In the extended
version [29], additional plots show how the proposed structure
enforces operational constraints in equilibrium.

Figure 3b plots the active power responses of the three DERs
during the test. Notably, both 1CA and 2CAs (LPF−PID) im-
plementations exhibited similar settling times and DER partici-
pation when responding to the initial step-change. Importantly
however, when compensating for the disturbance at t = 5s
located at bus n5, the 1CA and 2CA implementations behave
differently. In the 2CAs implementation, the disturbance was
regarded as local perturbation within CA2, and consequently,
only DER2 and DER3 were responsible for providing com-
pensation. In contrast, the 1CA implementation redispatched
all DERs to mitigate the disturbance. In subsequent plots and
tests, all multi-CA implementations will include PID action
and low-pass filters, and we drop the ‘LPF−PID’ annotation.

DER1 not participating in CA2 disturbance response

DER2 & DER3 responding to local disturbance in CA2

1CA

Disturbance at n5 in CA2
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: 5-Bus feeder step-tracking with disturbance response. (a) Track-
ing of ∆p0 with 1CA (blue) and 2CA (orange) configurations. (b)
DERs active power responses. Dashed lines corresponds to single-area
(1CA) while solid lines corresponds to multi-area (2CAsLPF−PID).

B. IEEE-123 Feeder

Following the proposed control structure described in Sec-
tion II, the IEEE-123 feeder is partitioned into 6 control areas

as shown in Figure 4. The feeder head area (CA1) is the parent
area for both CA2 and CA3, with CA4 a further child of CA2,
and CA5 and CA6 further children of CA3. This permits an
investigation of the impact of multiple parent-child layers on
the control performance.

As shown in Figure 4, there are 4 DERs per CA, with cost
parameters C ′′

j = diag(40, 40) for all DERs, and remaining
parameters as in Table III. All VDER costs are set according to
(5). We next demonstrate the response of both configurations
(1CA and 6CAs) to two test scenarios: 1) step-tracking with
disturbances, and 2) stepped-ramp-tracking with disturbances.

Disturbance
DER VDER

Fig. 4: IEEE-123 bus feeder with six control areas.

1) Step-tracking with disturbances: A step change of 200kW
is requested at the feeder head at t = 0s, followed by two
disturbances: a 100kW (0.9pf) load change at bus 25 in CA2
at t = 5s, and a 100kW (0.9pf) load change at bus 81 in
CA6 at t = 10s. The response of the multi-CAs centralized
implementations is shown in Figure 5. Note that the 6CA
implementation incurs only a minor hit in performance, despite
its decentralized hierarchical nature.

0 5 10 15

t (s)

-200

-100

0

"
p

0
(k

W
)

1CA
6CAs

Fig. 5: IEEE-123 feeder step-tracking with two disturbances.

2) Stepped-ramp-tracking with disturbances: To demon-
strate the tracking capabilities of the multi-CA design, we
consider ramp-like reference signal at the feeder head, where
a change of 20kW occurs every 1s. We consider the same two
disturbances as in step-tracking test, where the disturbances
now are triggered at different times: dist. 1 (disturbance at
bus 25 in CA2) is connected from t = 10s until t = 50s,
while dist. 2 (disturbance at bus 81 in CA6) is connected from
t = 20s until t = 40s. The power tracking response is shown in
Figure 6, with insets showing details of the transient response.
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The multi-CAs implementation produces similar results to the
centralized 1CA implementation.

CA2 
dist.

CA6
dist.

CA2 
dist.

CA6
dist.

Fig. 6: IEEE-123 feeder ramp-tracking with two disturbances.

1CA
CA2 
dist.

CA6
dist. CA1

CA6

CA3

Fig. 7: IEEE-123 feeder ramp-tracking DERs response. Black curves
are DERs responses for centralized 1CA implementation.

Figure 7 shows the active power responses of the DERs in
the feeder, where DERs have been grouped based on the CA
they belong to, to focus on the collective response of different
CAs. For the centralized controller (black curves), all DERs
throughout the system show similar behavior when responding
to set-point changes or disturbances, as they all have same
gains and costs, and all DERs respond promptly.

The DERs in the 6CA implementation behave differently.
Focusing on the first 10 seconds, after each step-change in
set-point at the feeder head, DERs within CA1 (dark blue)
respond the fastest, followed by lower-level areas gradually
increasing their participation. The DERs in child areas of CA1
(i.e., CA2 and CA3) accelerate their response faster than those
in grandchild areas. Importantly, the “oscillations” here are
not a form of instability, but are the result of CA1 responding
aggressively to meet the set-point, then ramping down as other
CAs begin to contribute. Focusing now on the disturbance
at bus 81 within CA6 at t = 20s, similar observations hold
(Figure 7, inset). The parent areas CA3 and CA1 (parent of
CA3) initially respond to maintain tracking at the feeder head,
while concurrently, the contingent area (CA6) ramps up its
DERs to counteract the disturbance locally; CA2 and CA4
display minimal response. Thus, in the multi-area setup, local
disturbances are compensated by local DERs, while parent
areas ensure set-point tracking during the transient adjustment.

Figure 8 plots selected voltages in the circuit during the
previous test, with original voltage limits (blue) and a tightened
lower voltage limit v = 0.99p.u. (orange). The controllers
effectively maintain voltage levels within these new limits
while responding to step-changes and disturbances.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

t (s)

0.98

0.985

0.99

0.995

1

v
(p

:u
:)

v = 0:95 v = 0:99

Fig. 8: Voltage magnitudes for a representative set of buses using multi-
CAs configuration. Blue: v = 0.95p.u. and Orange: v = 0.99p.u.

C. IEEE-8500 Feeder

Our case study of the IEEE-123 bus feeder in Section
V-B highlighted interactions between parent CAs and their
children in response to set-point changes and disturbances.
In a system of this size, centralized control may still be
feasible. For very large systems however, a centralized control
approach becomes cumbersome, and suffers from increased
computational, communication, and information privacy issues.
Our final case study on the large IEEE 8500 bus feeder is
aimed at demonstrating scalability of the proposed multi-area
controller, wherein the use of primarily local measurements and
model information helps in overcoming the practical limitations
of centralized optimization-based control.

The 8500 bus feeder is partitioned here into 49 CAs of vary-
ing sizes and composition, spread across a 13 layer hierarchy;
the control area graph GCA is available in the extended version
[29]. The areas range from 10 to 322 buses, with some areas
deeper within the feeder hierarchy containing entirely single-
phase circuits. This variation in area sizes demonstrates the
capability of the proposed structure to effectively coordinate
multiple CAs with disparate sizes and structures. DERs are
placed throughout the network across all areas, with the number
of DERs ranging from 4 to 127 per area, resulting in a total
of 2,062 DERs, including 1-, 2-, and 3-phase DERs. For more
detailed information regarding the control areas and controller
configurations, please refer to the supplement.

Figure 9, plots the tracking response of both configurations,
1CA and 49CAs, to a ramp change in power set-point at the
feeder head, in increments of 120kW each second. Despite its
highly decentralized and hierarchical architecture, our multi-
area control scheme produces a response similar to an ideal
centralized implementation. The multi-area architecture en-
ables privacy preservation and operational boundaries, while
optimizing of thousands of DERs responses in real-time for
fast TN-DN coordination.

Fig. 9: IEEE-8500 feeder ramp-tracking with 4124 disturbances.
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V I . C O N C L U S I O N S

We have developed, theoretically analyzed, and tested a
multi-area feedback-based hierarchical control framework to
coordinate distribution level DERs and DER aggregators in
response to TSO power requests. The proposed framework
addresses the pressing need for an effective and practical DER
coordination framework that meets four critical requirements:
speed, model independence, primarily local measurement and
data reliance, and privacy/operational boundary preservation.
The case studies illustrate how the proposed architecture
addresses the information, communication, computational, and
scalability issues of a centralized feedback-optimization con-
troller, with no significant degradation in dynamic performance
compared to an idealized centralized implementation.

There are several avenues for continued work. One drawback
of the multi-area architecture is that each area controller has
many parameters to tune, hence our procedure in Section IV-B
for reducing the number of tuning parameters. An important
direction for future research is automatic-tuning of controllers’
parameters and DERs’ cost functions to achieve a desired
time-domain response. Another open direction is to explicitly
account for different DER dynamics in the design, which would
help to coordinate both fast and slow resources. Finally, we
are integrating the proposed controller with the fast frequency
control scheme from [4], to demonstrate how it assists in
providing fast ancillary services at the transmission level.
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